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Abstract
We evaluate a new processing-in-memory (PIM) architecture from UPMEM that was built and deployed in an offthe-shelf server. Systems designed to perform computing
in or near memory have been proposed for decades to overcome the proverbial memory wall, yet most never made it
past blueprints or simulations. When the hardware is actually
built and integrated into a fully functioning system, it must
address realistic constraints that may be overlooked in a simulation. Evaluating a real implementation can reveal valuable
insights. Our experiments on five commonly used applications highlight the main strength of this architecture: computing capability and the internal memory bandwidth scale with
memory size. This property helps some applications defy the
von-Neumann bottleneck, while for others, architectural limitations stand in the way of reaching the hardware potential.
Our analysis explains why.

1

Introduction

The memory wall has plagued computer systems for decades.
Also known as the von Neumann bottleneck, it occurs in systems where the CPU is connected to the main memory via a
limited channel, constraining the bandwidth and stretching
the latency of data accesses. For decades, computer scientists
have pursued the ideas of in-memory and near-memory computing, aiming to bring computation closer to data. Yet most
of the proposed hardware never made it past simulation or
proprietary prototypes, so some questions about this technology could not be answered. When we obtained early access
to soon-to-be commercially available DRAM with generalpurpose processing capabilities, we recognized a unique opportunity to better understand its limitations when integrated
into existing systems. Most solutions proposed in the past
required specialized hardware that was incompatible in some
way with currently deployed systems [2, 3, 9, 14, 16]. The
hardware we evaluate was designed specifically to be used
as a drop-in replacement for conventional DRAM, which has
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imposed some limitations that are not present in many of the
simulated architectures.
UPMEM’s DRAM DIMMs include general-purpose processors, called DRAM Processing Units (DPU) [5]. Each
64MB slice of DRAM has a dedicated DPU, so computing resources scale with the size of memory. Playing to the strengths
of this hardware, we ported five applications that require high
memory bandwidth and whose computational needs increase
with the size of the data. We observed that, indeed, application throughput scaled with data size, but scaling was not
always the best that this hardware could achieve. The main
reasons were the difficulty of accessing data located inside
DPU-equipped DRAM from a host CPU without making a
copy, the limited processing power of the DPUs, and the
granularity at which the DPUs are controlled.
The main contribution of our work is understanding the
limitations of PIM when it is integrated into off-the-shelf
systems. We approach it via a case study of a particular
implementation. We are not aware of any similar hardware
that we could access, so a comparison to other architectures
was outside the scope of this work. Although a comparison
to other accelerators was not our goal either, we did compare
with GPUs where it helped deepen our analysis.

2

Architecture

Many PIM architectures were proposed in the past [2, 3, 6–8,
10, 12, 21, 27, 28, 30, 32], ranging from logic gates embedded
in each memory cell up to massive arrays of parallel processors that are located close to the memory. They all share the
goals of overcoming the limitations of memory bandwidth
but differ vastly in design. Nguyen et al. [22] introduce a
classification system for various designs based on the distance of the compute units from the memory. We study specific hardware from the COMPUTE-OUT-MEMORY-NEAR
(COM-N) model. This model includes compute logic that is
located outside of the memory arrays but inside the memory
package (same or different silicon die). This is sometimes
called CIM (compute-in-memory) but is more widely known
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Figure 1: DPU Architecture

as PIM (processing-in-memory). After our study was concluded, Samsung announced the production of similar PIM
hardware (called FIMDRAM) that also falls into the COM-N
model [15]. While we could not perform an in-depth comparison, some similarities are apparent from the published
design. These common design points are likely to appear in
new designs as well and the lessons we learned from studying
UPMEM-hardware will be generally applicable to this class
of PIM.
Organization In the architecture we study, DRAM is organized into ranks (two ranks per DIMM), and each rank
contains eight memory chips. Each DRAM chip includes
eight DRAM Processing Units (DPUs). Each DPU is coupled
with a 64MB slice of DRAM. There are 64 DPUs per rank
and 128 DPUs per 8GB memory DIMM. Since the DPUs
and DRAM are built on the same silicon die, introducing the
DPUs comes at the cost of some DRAM capacity. With this
design, the sum of DPUs and DRAM is limited by the silicon
area on the die and the process density (number of transistors
per unit area). Our experimental system has 36GB of DPU
DRAM and 576 DPUs.
DPU Capabilities A DPU is a simple general-purpose processor. UPMEM’s design only supports integer operations
(no floating-point hardware). Each DPU has exclusive access to its slice of DRAM over a private bus. The more total
DRAM there is, the more DPUs there are. In other words, we
get an additional unit of computation, and an additional bus,
with each additional unit of memory – computing capacity
and intra-DIMM bandwidth scale with the size of memory.
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a single DPU and its
periphery. Before a DPU can compute on the data, it must
copy it from DRAM to a 64KB private SRAM buffer, called
the working memory. The copy is performed with an explicit,
blocking DMA instruction. The DMA engine can copy up
to 2KB in a single operation but the copy time increases linearly with the size. To hide DMA latency, each DPU has 24
hardware threads, called tasklets, that can be scheduled for
execution simultaneously. Because it is an interleaved multithreading (IMT) design [31], only one tasklet can advance at
each cycle. When a tasklet is blocked on a DMA operation,
other tasklets can still make progress.
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DPU Speed Processing capabilities of DPUs are well below that of a common host CPU. DPUs have a simple, inorder design, and are clocked at anywhere from 266MHz (in
our experimental system), to 500MHz (projected in commercial offerings). This was necessary to fit within the power
envelope of commodity systems.
DPU communication In DRAM there are no communication channels between individual slices of memory dedicated
to DPUs. Thus, DPUs cannot share data, other than by copying it via the host. Communication between DPUs on different chips would require additional pins in the package which
would change the form factor from standard DRAM. Creating a communication bus between DPUs on the same chip is
theoretically possible, but severely restricted by the number
of available metal layers. Therefore, we cannot expect any
PIM designs in the COM-N model to have any DPU-to-DPU
communication until these problems can be solved. This constraint implies that programs running on DPUs must shard
data across DPUs ahead of the execution and use algorithms
that don’t require data sharing.
Interleaving At the chip level, interleaving dictates the
ordering of bytes as they are written into DRAM. In the
DIMMs in our test system, each DRAM chip connects to the
DDR4 bus by an 8-bit interface. 8 chips together form the
64-bit wide bus. When a 64-byte cache line is committed
to memory, the data is interleaved across DRAM chips at
byte granularity, the first byte going into chip 0, the second
byte into chip 1, etc. So when the write is done, the first
chip receives bytes 0, 8, 16, ..., 56. Interleaving at this level
is used to hide read and write latency by activating multiple
chips simultaneously. Interleaving is transparent to the host
since the data is reordered appropriately in both directions
(i.e., during reads and writes). But a DPU, which can only
access data in its own slice, only sees what is written to that
particular chip (i.e., every nth byte of the data). This property
makes it difficult to access the data by the host CPU and the
DPU in the same location. Unless a program running on the
DPU can be modified to operate on non-contiguous data, we
must make a separate copy, transposing it in the process, so
that each DPU receives a contiguous portion of the data.
Transposition UPMEM’s SDK counteracts the interleaving by transposing the data. While the cost of the transposition
is small (the current SDK provides an efficient implementation that uses SIMD extensions), the cost of data copy, which
requires going over the DRAM bus, is not. For applications
that can place their dataset into the DPU memory and compute on it using only DPUs, the one-time cost of the copy
can be negligible, but for applications where the data is shortlived or both the DPU and host CPU must access it, frequent
copying will stress the memory channel – the very bottleneck
this architecture aims to avoid.
Control granularity Accessing multiple chips in each bus
cycle also means it is natural to schedule DPUs across those
chips as a group. With the current SDK implementation, a
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full rank must be scheduled as a single unit. We can only send
a command to an entire rank of DPUs and cannot launch a
DPU or read its memory while another DPU in the same rank
is executing. Similarly, the host cannot access any memory in
a rank if any DPU in that rank is executing. In practice, this
results in treating DPU-equipped memory as an accelerator,
rather than part of main RAM. The host typically keeps
programs and data in the “normal” DRAM (i.e., host DRAM),
copies data for processing into the DPU DRAM, and copies
back the results. Finer-grained execution groups will likely
improve the performance of algorithms that "stream" data
such as grep.

3
3.1

Evaluation
Workloads

Considering DPU architecture properties we chose programs
that need more computational resources with the increasing
data size, that could be easily parallelized and where data
sharing is minimal.
The SDK for the DPU architecture includes a C compiler
and libraries with functions to load and launch DPUs, copy
and transpose the data, etc. While we could write the code
in a familiar language, the main challenges had to do with
memory management (as the DPU needs to copy data from
DRAM into the working memory prior to processing it), and
with efficiently controlling ranks of DPUs.
Snappy Snappy is a light-weight compression algorithm
designed to process data faster than other algorithms, such
as gzip, but at the cost of a lower compression ratio [11].
Snappy divides the original file into blocks of a fixed size
(typically 64KB) and compresses each block individually.
The original implementation is designed for sequential (i.e.,
single-threaded) processing. The file format concatenates
compressed blocks head to tail, without any separation marker.
The result is that to decompress block n, the program must
first decompress blocks 0 .. n − 1. To enable parallelism,
we changed the compressed file format by prepending each
block with its compressed size. This small change enables the
host program to quickly locate the start of each compressed
block without having to decompress the previous blocks. We
also modified the header by adding the decompressed block
size. That enables us to experiment with different block sizes.
Snappy is bandwidth-intensive because of the small amount of
processing, especially during decompression. The majority of
the time is spent copying literal strings or previously decoded
strings.
Hyperdimensional computing Hyperdimensional Computing (HDC) [13] is used in artificial intelligence to model
the behaviour of large numbers of neurons. It relies on vectors
with high dimensionality (at least 10,000 dimensions), called
hypervectors, to classify data and find patterns. Our HDC
application performs classification of raw electromyography
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(EMG) signals into specific hand gestures [25]. We built
upon a prior reference implementation [20]. The classification works by computing the Hamming distance between a
previously encoded input hypervector and previously trained
vectors. Our implementation distributes the raw signal data
among DPUs, which then encode it into hypervectors and
perform the classification.
AES Encryption The Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) is a symmetric-key algorithm designed to be highly secure and run efficiently on a variety of hardware. Our analysis
focuses on AES-128, using the implementation by Rijmen,
Bosselaers, and Barreto found in OpenSSL [26]. Encryption
is an ideal problem; the data can be divided into small individual blocks, the algorithm can operate in parallel, and the data
access pattern makes it simple to optimize DMA transfers.
AES can be operated in a variety of modes. We use ECB
(electronic code book) mode which ensures each block can
be processed individually without dependencies on the other
blocks.
JSON filtering JSON is a flexible and human-readable
format for storing and exchanging data. Due to its ASCII
representation, parsing is notoriously slow [17, 19, 29]. When
analytics systems filter records in JSON, they parse each one
and check the filter condition. Parsing is performed for all
records, even for those not meeting the filter criteria. Instead,
Sparser [24] showed that it is better to filter records before
parsing them by running string comparisons over raw (unparsed) JSON. Raw filtering is highly parallel and memoryintensive [9], and hence promising for our study. We modified
Sparser [23] to offload raw filtering to DPUs, while the host
performs the rest of the parsing.
Grep Grep [1] is a command-line utility for searching plaintext for lines that match a regular expression. We implement
a subset of grep, which searches only for exact text matches.
Our design uses the DPUs in a work pool by preparing files
in small batches, and starting the search as soon as enough
DPUs are ready to perform the work.
To address the challenge of DPUs needing to be controlled
in large groups we must balance the work across all DPUs in
the rank. By balancing the work, we minimize the difference
in running time between the fastest DPU and slowest DPU,
which minimizes the idle time in the rank while waiting for
the slower DPUs. Preparing the work on the host consumes
a significant portion of the time so it is more important to
prepare the files quickly rather than efficiently packing them
into DPUs. To fill the rank as evenly as possible within the
time constraints, files are assigned to DPUs in a round-robin
fashion in the order they appear in the input. We do not spend
the time to sort the files by size, and even limit the number
of files that can be processed by a single DPU to save time
during preparation. A maximum of 256 files was determined
empirically to have the best results.
Our baseline for performance comparison is a single host
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CPU1 since our focus is to understand when the DPU architecture overcomes the von Neumann bottleneck and when it
does not.

3.2

Memory bandwidth scaling

In the DPU architecture, each additional slice of DRAM gets
its own DPU along with the working memory and the DMA
channel. Herein lies its main strength: scaling computing capacity and intra-DIMM bandwidth with the size of memory.
To demonstrate, we ran a simple program where all DPUs
iterate over the data in DRAM, copying every byte from their
respective DRAM slices into the working memory. As shown
in Fig. 2, the data processing bandwidth increases with the
size of the data, reaching roughly 200GB/s for 36GB worth
of DRAM (approximately 350MB/s per DPU). For a system
with 128GB of DRAM and DPUs clocked at 500MHz (which
is the target for commercial release) the aggregate bandwidth
attained by all DPUs would reach 2TB/s.

Figure 3: Snappy compression throughput

Figure 4: Runtime breakdown for compression

Figure 2: Memory bandwidth scales with memory capacity.
For applications whose compute and bandwidth needs grow
with the size of the data, scaling of compute and bandwidth
resources with memory has a direct and positive impact on
performance. E.g., Fig. 3 shows the throughput of Snappy
compression as the file size (and the number of DPUs sharing
the work) increase. We use the optimal number of DPUs for
each file size – i.e., using more DPUs yields no additional
speedup. The input data resides in host DRAM; the experiment copies the data to DPU DRAM, allocates and launches
the DPUs to run compression, and copies the compressed
data back to host DRAM. As the file size grows so does the
throughput – a direct result of compute capacity and internal
bandwidth scaling with additional memory.
Breaking down the runtime, we observe that the execution
time on DPUs (Run in Fig. 4) remains roughly the same even
as we increase the file size, because more DPUs are doing the
work. Again, this is the effect of scaling compute resources
with data size. The DPU execution time does increase for
512MB and 1GB file sizes, because as we reach the limits
of our experimental hardware, each DPU gets more data to
1 Our

host machine is a commodity server with an Intel(R)Xeon(R) Silver
4110 CPU @ 2.10GHz with 64GB of conventional DDR4 DRAM.
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process. The non-scalable components of runtime in Fig. 4,
Copy In, Copy Out and Setup, are discussed in §3.3.
A final experiment illustrating the strength of scaling involves a comparison with the GPU2 , an accelerator that shares
similarities with DPUs (massive parallelism, high memory
bandwidth), but does not have the property of scaling computational resources with memory. Fig. 5 shows the throughput
relative to a host CPU (same as in the DPU experiments) of
snappy compression as the file size grows. Contrary to the
DPU architecture, the GPU scaling is flat and the throughput
does not surpass that of the host CPU by more than 5×. This
coincides with the internal memory bandwidth of the GPU,
which is approximately 5× higher than that of the CPU.
Where each DPU has a dedicated working memory and a
DMA channel, all GPU cores within an SM (streaming multiprocessor) share an L1 cache. This data-intensive workload
with a random access pattern caused thrashing in the small
64KB L1 cache. Memory fetching became the bottleneck and
as a result, we obtained the best performance by launching
kernels consisting of a single thread per compute block (and
hence one thread per SM) to reduce contention for the cache.
The input file fit in the GPU memory, so there were no fetches
2 We used an RTX 2070 GPU with 8GB of GDDR6 and 448GB/s global
memory bandwidth. There are 36 SMs, with 64 CUDA cores per SM, clocked
at 1.4GHz, There is a 64KB L1 cache per SM, and 4MB L2 cache shared by
all SMs.
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Figure 5: Snappy compression on GPUs
Figure 6: HDC speedup over the host as file size increases
over the PCIe bus once processing started. In other words, the
GPU fell victim to a variant of the von Neumann bottleneck.
In workloads where memory bandwidth is not the main limitation, DPUs will not reach the throughput of a GPU due to
their less powerful execution engine – a limitation we discuss
in §3.4.

3.3

Data copy

As we discussed in §2, the need for de-interleaving (transposing) data for DPUs means that it is difficult to avoid making
copies when data needs to be accessed by both DPUs and
host CPUs. For applications where DPUs can be used exclusively, the data can be copied to DPU memory just once and
reside there for the rest of the runtime, making copy overhead
negligible. In programs where data is ephemeral or must be
accessed by both the host CPU and DPUs, frequent copying
will be subject to memory channel limitations – the very von
Neumann bottleneck PIM aims to address.
The compression runtime breakdown presented in the previous section (Fig. 4) illustrates this point. The DPU execution
time remains roughly constant as data size increases, because
each DPU has a dedicated DMA channel to its DRAM slice.
In contrast, the time to copy input data to DPU memory and
copy the output back increases with the file size and is limited
by the DRAM channel.
Setup overhead in compression does not scale, because
dividing up the work requires sequential parsing of the input
file. This is a property of the workload and implementation,
and not fundamental to the architecture. Copy overhead, on
the other hand, is fundamental to the system and is the reason
why the compression throughput in Fig 3 grows sublinearly
with the increasing number of DPUs.
HDC is less affected by the copy-in overhead than Snappy
and has negligible copy-out cost due to the small dataset.
Overall, copying takes about 10% of the total runtime, and
thus HDC enjoys better scaling, as shown in Figure 6. HDC
and other AI applications, where DPUs can repeatedly perform inference on long-lived data that remains in DPU memory are therefore well-positioned to circumvent the memory
channel bottleneck.
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Figure 7: Encryption throughput relative to a single host CPU.

3.4

DPU Speed

Encryption provides an excellent illustration of a scenario
when DPU processing power becomes a limitation. Figure 7
shows encryption throughput (bytes per second) relative to a
single host CPU as the amount of data increases. We show
a separate curve for each number of DPUs, to emphasize
that processing power matters. Both Snappy and HDC required fewer DPUs for smaller datasets and more DPUs for
larger data sets, but compute-hungry encryption relishes the
highest number of DPUs we can muster, no matter the data
size. Further, the far superior performance on the host with
AES-NI [4] acceleration confirms that general-purpose DPUs
cannot compete with specialized instruction sets.
Another example where DPU processing power was less
impressive compared to other available accelerators was
snappy decompression (figures omitted for brevity). On the
DPU, this workload performed very similarly to compression.
On the GPU, in contrast with compression, L1 cache was
not the bottleneck: decompression works with smaller input
block sizes and is largely write-intensive. As a result, the
GPU showed similar scaling trends as on the DPU and outperformed the host CPU by up to 24×, while DPUs’ advantage
was at most 8×.

3.5

Communication and control granularity

Compliance with the DDR interface and software limitations
in the current SDK makes it inefficient to control DPUs one
at a time: as long as a single DPU in the rank is busy, all
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Figure 8: Speedup of grep over the host with varying ranks
and tasklets.
others are inaccessible. This means that the program must
decide how it will divide the data between DPUs in a rank
and launch them all at once. While this is a trivial decision
for embarrassingly parallel workloads, other workloads might
under-utilize the hardware as a result. The fact that DPUs
cannot communicate and steal work from one another makes
matters worse. Our experience with grep demonstrates these
challenges.
Figure 8 shows the throughput relative to a single host
CPU of grep executed on the 875MB Linux source tree for
the varying number of ranks. The throughput gain relative
to the host is modest, and there is no advantage from using
more than two ranks (128 DPUs). The reason is that it is very
difficult to distribute the work evenly between DPUs ahead of
the launch. Input source files vary in size and even organizing
them into equally-sized buckets per DPU does not guarantee
that the processing time on all DPUs will remain similar. As
a result, grep used the hardware inefficiently: the ratio of
execution times on the fastest and slowest DPUs was 116×,
indicating the presence of stragglers that held up the entire
rank. In contrast, JSON filtering, a workload very similar to
grep but where dividing the work evenly was easy, enjoyed
the fastest/slowest execution ratio of 1 (no stragglers) and
similar scaling properties as the rest of the workloads (figure
omitted for brevity).

3.6

System cost

We conclude with the analysis of system cost, showing that
for applications with high bandwidth requirements, a system
that uses DPU memory is cheaper than the one without it.
With a memory-bound workload, increasing the number of
processors without increasing the memory bandwidth does
not improve performance by a significant amount [3, 18, 33];
we need a CPU with a high number of memory channels that
can supply the cores with data and avoid starvation. CPUs
are designed with a wide range of cores but do not include
additional memory channels for a higher number of cores.
Therefore, we must use more sockets and faster memory to
scale up the memory bandwidth in a CPU-only system. Table
1 shows an estimated price comparison of system configurations with the maximum possible memory bandwidth with
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off-the-shelf Intel systems (1.6TB/s) assuming Snappy compression as the representative workload. We use the nominal
price of $60 for an 8GB DIMM and $300 for an 8GB PIM
module [5]. The costs shown include CPU, memory and
PIM (where applicable). We assume DDR4-2400 (19.2 GB/s)
with a Xeon 4110 ($500) for all configurations except the last,
which uses DDR-3200 (25.6 GB/s – 33% more bandwidth)
and a Xeon 8380 ($8100). With our conservative estimations,
a CPU-only system is less expensive for applications below
500GB/s. However when scaling up, a CPU-only configuration is approximately 3.8× more expensive to attain the same
Snappy compression throughput.
DRAM

48GB
48GB
48GB
448GB

PIM

Snappy
Cost
throughput
Low bandwidth requirements
512MB/s
$860
32GB
512MB/s
$2160
High bandwidth requirements
448GB 7168MB/s $17660
7263MB/s $68640

Cost
per MB/s
$1.68
$4.21
$2.46
$9.45

Table 1: System cost per MB/s for Snappy compression.

4

Conclusion

Memory-bound applications are limited by the conventional
memory hierarchy, and adding more CPUs does not improve
performance substantially. We have shown several real-world
applications that can be accelerated by PIM by scaling memory bandwidth with compute resources. PIM shares many
attributes (such as massive parallelism) with other accelerators but the distribution of processing units inside the memory
gives it a unique advantage in certain cases. The architecture
we evaluated has some limitations that prevent exploiting the
full capabilities of the hardware, which remain as challenges
for future designs. Costly data transfers which must be performed in order to share data between the host CPU and PIM
memory adds significant overhead to processing time but can
be mitigated by reusing data in-place. Despite the limitations,
we find that PIM can be effective when applied to the correct
class of problems by scaling the processing power with the
size of the dataset.
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Availability
All source code for the projects described in the paper can
be found at https://github.com/UBC-ECE-Sasha.
The UPMEM SDK is publicly available at
https://www.upmem.com/developer/.
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